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RAOUL Spring/ Summer 08 is an exciting mix of luxury and exoticism. Expect to be 

transported through a stylistic voyage as we walk you through a playback of 40s 

elegance in a relaxed Riviera mood. Bold colours are the main feature in both the 

men’s and ladies’ collection. 

 

RAOUL MENRAOUL MENRAOUL MENRAOUL MEN    

Sleek, worldly and sharpSleek, worldly and sharpSleek, worldly and sharpSleek, worldly and sharp – Inspired by a worldly attitude, RAOUL takes us on a fashion 

journey where a rich plethora of colours and new shapes reign supreme. 

 

The RAOUL Spring/ Summer 08 Men’s collection offers a wide, luxurious and balanced 

range of perfect looks for work and play. 

 

All key colours go with the flow of light. Splashes of fresh, bright hues complement the 

new, lean silhouette in fiery fuschia, burnt orange, lush kiwi green and wild 

blackberries. 

 

Unusual collar details such as pleated collars with contrasting inserts, high-collars with 

pleated cravets and pleated collar and cuff combinations add to the excitement of this 

collection. 

 

Colour-blocking, soft knits in lightweight modal fabrics, silk cotton voile with details 

such as pleats and pintucks are dominant trends alongside well-cut shirts. 

 



 

 

 

A chic short-sleeve shirt with contrasting collar details paired with colourful bermudas 

or ivory foil-linen pants are perfect for a more informal occasion. Rounding off the city 

wardrobe is the essential silver loafers for cruising around on a Saturday evening. 

Destined for a glamorous summer on the Riviera, the Raoul man checks into snazzy 

hotels, enjoy elegant lunches by the beach and posh after-dinners drinks with the chic 

set.  

 

 

 

RAOUL RAOUL RAOUL RAOUL Men’s AccessoriesMen’s AccessoriesMen’s AccessoriesMen’s Accessories    

Exotic loafers in eel-leather, espadrilles in distressed leather and sleek mock-croc 

silver loafers are essentials for cruising around town. 

 

These impeccably-constructed shoes are wholly-made made in Italy and gives a casual 

appearance that is distinctively contemporary.  

 



 

 

 

RAOUL LADIESRAOUL LADIESRAOUL LADIESRAOUL LADIES    

Bold, sensual and wittyBold, sensual and wittyBold, sensual and wittyBold, sensual and witty -- A strong silhouette juxtaposed against soft and sensual 

fabrics on a confident trendsetting woman defines the new look for Raoul Ladies 

Spring/ Summer 08.  

 

Imbued with a lady-like poise and polish, she exudes style, sophistication and wit. 

Expect a long, lean silhouette punctuated with vibrant colours and iconic accessories. 

Look out for intricate dresses in exotic fruity palettes – raspberry ice, fresh orange 

rind, lemon freeze, kiwi sherbet, grape margarita –  colours which create a youthful 

dimension.  

 

Luxurious trench dresses in lustrous satin and organza matched with ultra-refined 

wedges and paired with desaturated jewel-toned accessories evoke images of a 

languid summer in the South of France. 

 

The shift dress this season is slightly fitted, with bold emphasis on the waistline and 

colour blocking, both of which are pivotal trends for this season.  

 

Details such as handmade cord-weaves, tone-on-tone colours and plaiting add a rich 

touch to an effortless outfit. Waist sashes in colour blocks also provide bold emphasis 

on the bodice and corsages add dimension of sophistication.



 

 

 

RAOUL Ladies AccRAOUL Ladies AccRAOUL Ladies AccRAOUL Ladies Accessoriesessoriesessoriesessories 

A pop of colours are seen throughout the season not only in ready-to-wear, but in bags, 

belts and accessories.  

 

Effervescent colours permeate the collection, exuding radiance and luminosity. 

Embossed “R” logos on swinging, buttery-soft leather bags bring forth an exquisite feel 

and youthful playfulness. The shimmer from the marriage of gold and silver mirrored 

leather is subtle, yet compelling.  

 

All bags are fitted with distinctive Raoul hardware and luxurious enameled finishings 

on buckles and clasps serve to complement the collection. Hammered-effect buckles 

on a few key pieces adds an artisanal touch to the collection. 

 

DVD and high-res pictures from Raoul’s SS08 runway included.  
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About F J Benjamin (www.fjbenjamin.com) –  F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd is a leader in building brands 

and in developing retail and distribution networks for international luxury and lifestyle labels across 

Asia.  Its portfolio includes Banana Republic, Celine, Gap, Guess?, La Senza, Paint 8, Raoul, Sheridan, 

Valentino and timepiece brands such as Bell & Ross, Girard-Perregaux, JeanRichard, Marc Ecko, 

Nautica, Nike and Victorinox Swiss Army.  It also has an interest in the award-winning St. James Power 

Station.  

 


